What is “Carsharing”?  
Carsharing is a convenient, cost-effective and sustainable alternative to car ownership enabling registered members and staff to book and drive vehicles by the hour, or by the day.

The Hertz 24/7 cars are pre-parked in two dedicated car share parking spaces at Curtin University (see below for map). Members book their preferred car/location on the Hertz 24/7 website, on the mobile site or the dedicated iPhone and Android apps. Our customer service team are also available by phone 24/7, 365 days to assist with bookings.

Features & Benefits:
- Conveniently pre-parked at two locations on campus
- Self-service: book a car on the app and pick-up/drop-off any time
- Short or long bookings: 1 hour to 5 days, extendable in 15 minute increments
- Unlimited kilometers & fuel on all hourly bookings
- Keyless access to every car with our leading PIN Pad technology

How to sign up:
Sign up is easy – it takes 2 minutes and once Hertz 24/7 staff have verified the account, you can drive immediately.

Sign up online at www.hertz247.com.au and enter your contact and driver’s licence details, or via the smartphone apps for iPhone or Android devices.

Booking and Using Hertz 24/7 is Simple:
Members simply drive the vehicle as they would their own car, returning it to where they picked it up. Carsharing is proven to save money on pool car and personal car usage, as well as up to 90% on taxi fares.
Hertz 24/7 at Curtin University

There are four Hertz 24/7 Carshare vehicles parked at Curtin University.

1. 2 vehicles at Dumas Rd
   (Carpark B13, middle row bays 40 & 41)

2. 2 vehicles at Chessell Dr
   (Carpark D3, reserved spaces 1 & 2, north end)

Booking & PIN Pads

Book online at www.hertz247.com.au or download the iPhone or Android mobile apps to create and edit bookings. Simply log-in to select your location, the start time and duration, then your vehicle and click Book Now to review the details, and Confirm to make the Booking.

All cars are equipped with PIN Pads to access the cars. A text message will be sent to the member’s registered mobile phone 15 minutes prior to the collection time, with a 6-digit number that can be entered on the PIN Pad screen. With NFC, users of selected Android devices can use their mobile phones to access vehicles by simply holding them over the PIN Pad after making a booking with the app (as NFC doesn’t work unless you use the app). During the booking hold down “0” for seven seconds to lock the car.

Reserve your vehicle and receive a 6 digit entry code fifteen minutes before the start of your rental via email or text.

Enter your 6 digit entry code using the PIN Pad located on the front windshield to unlock/lock your vehicle.

If the PIN Pad flashes GREEN your entry code has been accepted and the doors will unlock/lock. If entered incorrectly, the PIN Pad will flash RED and you will need to re-enter the entry code.